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NOTICE OF NEXT MEETING: 18 MARCH 1998
Room 1127 Graduate Center, C.U.N.Y.

Executive Board: 6: 10 P.M.
General Membership: 6:30 P.M.

Minutes of the PANYC General membership Meeting: 21 January 1998

President Harris called the meeting to order at 6:37 P.M.

SECRETARY'S REPORT: Cantwell moved to accept tht minutes of the last General
Membership meeting with the following corrections: Under NOMINATIONS: Add
elections after executive board at the end of the first and only sentence. Under
PANYC/NYAC URBAN STANDARDS AND STONE STREET: Add "to date" to the
last sentence of the first paragraph which should read, Stone Street committee members
Geismnar and Rothschild toured the excavation site and reported that to date the current
excavations are limited to disturbed areas. Typos in the RESEARCH and PLANNING
(ad "ed" to attend in third sentence) and WEBSITE (add A to PNYC in first sentence and
apostrophe to members in thQ last sentence) sections were also corrected. Stone seconded
the move to accept the minutes.

TREASURER'S REPORT: Stone reported $1,069.01 in the PANYC treasury. She
also announced that dues were due by the next meeting.

PRESI1DENT'S REPORT: President Harris announced that Arthur Bancroft of the New
York City Landmarks Commission would make a slide presentation to the meeting to
answer any and all questions pertaining to the Stone Street investigations. She also
reported that PANYC's concerns regarding Stone Street had been made known through
conversations with SHPO staffers and members of NYAC. The general concensus is
that the best course of action is through regulation by amending National Register
nominations of historic districts within the city and borough to include archaeological
resources. Harris reported that Peter Schaffer of the SHPO's office encourages PANYC
to amend the Stone Street nomination.

Geismar asked how we might go about expanding dis tricts to include archaeological
resources. Bancroft said it was a long and arduous process since districts and landmark
buildings are grandfathered in and stay the way they were originally defined in the
documents. Bancroft has talked to Landmarks about this process, but has received a
minimalist reply. Landmarks claims that their obligation is only to serve as a watchdog.
According to Bancroft, however, under the the Certified Local Government (CLG)
program, there is a three year period to be in a certain amount of compliance and a five
year period to be in complete compliance. Stone asked whether a CLG can act as its own
SHPO. Harris said she would talk to other archaeologists in other cities and states about
the program. -Bancroft explained that New York has not taken advantage of being a CLG



yet. Harris wanted to know if being a CLG brought archaeological resources to the same
level as above-ground resources.

* Bancroft said that Jennifer Raab said last week that she would have nothing against
adding archaeological resources to the Stone Street National Register designation. He
thinks we should all push for it.

Other topics discussed by the president were the imminent solicitation of material for the
PANYC website and the NYAC meeting on urban archaeology scheduled for January
24th in Albany.

ACTION COMMITTEE: Although the chair of the Action Committee was not present,
it was announced that Eric Byron had expressed concern at the Metropolitan Chapter
meeting of the NYSAA that more work was going to be done at Ellis Island which would
involve the destruction of certain above-ground resources including autoclaves for beds,
some of which he thought should be saved. Harris said that Steve Pendery of the
National Park Service had suggested PANYC contact him about this issue. Geisnmar
urged PANYC to be sure they knew what had or had not been documented before taking
any action.

AWARDS: Ann-Marie Cantwell announced that it was again time to nominate
appropriate people for the student and civilian annual awards.'

EVENTS: Linda Stone announced an addition to the events calendar--an exhibit
opening on Thursday February 12 organized by Ed Platt. The exhibit, to be mounted at
Fort Totten, is entitled, "Archaeology, Preserving Cultural Heritage." She also annonced
that the Metropolitan Chapter of the NYSAA will hold a joint meeting with AIA on
submerged archaeological resources.

MEMEBERSHIP: Two applications for membership were considered and voted upon.
Some discussion ensued concerning membership qualifications. Cantwell moved to
accept Gregory Lattanzi and Michael Bonasera as new members. Bergoffen seconded.

-METROPOLITAN CHAPTER OF THE NYSAA: Stone reported that Richard
Schaeffer made a presentation on chamber pots to the last meeting. The next meeting
will be held at February 2. Diane Dallal is the new president of the organization.

NEWSLETTER: Harris complimented Fitts on the New York Times article that was
included in the newsletter about his work on a cistern in a Brooklyn backyard. Fitts
requested that people send current research and newspaper articles for inclusion in the
newsletter. The membership list that he would like to publish once a year is not
complete, but it is a start.

NOMINATIONS: Harris, as acting secretary, sent out a call for nominations requesting
they be returned by February 2nd. The ballot will go out February 24th and should be
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returned by March 17th. The nominations committee noted that the schedule in the by-
laws is not synchronized with PANYC's meeting schuedule.

URBAN STANDARDS: Harris will represent PANYC this Saturday at NYAC's
meeting on urban archaeology and standards. Yamin will give a talk on researchdesign
and analysis at the meeting (called "Big and Small: They Both Count"). Geismar and
Stone will also try to attend.

PUBLIC PROGRAM: Eugene Boesch, assisted by Nan Rothschild, will develop a tour
of the Bronx for the public program. All boroughs are now covered and a planning
session was to be held after the PANYC meeting.

RESEARCH AND PLANNING: Rothschild and her students completed a
preliminary summary of the research and planning symposium that was conducted in
October and submitted it to Schuldenrein. The summary will be published in the Society
for American Archaeology (SAA) newsletter. A more thorough summary is underway.
Daflal suggested that the summary also be included in the PANYC newsletter.

WEBSITE: Riccardi sumnmarized the general format of the web page which he and
Griggs have developed. Griggs emphasized that the page should include a contact
address for the public to use to report undertakings with archaeological impacts. Greg
Johnson has been approached about using the Hunter College server for the web page,
but has not yet responded. General ideas discussed for the web page included: current
events in New York City, past highlights in New York City archaeology, a featured site
that would change from time to time, material from the PANYC exhibit at the Museum of
the City of New York. Harris expressed a need for a committee to decide what gets on
the Web Page. She and Arnold Pickman will serve on the committee with Griggs and
Riccardi.

LANDMARKS: The meeting concluded with Arthur Bancroft's slide presentation on the~
archaeological testing he conducted for the Landmarks Commission on Stone Street.
Although he found no intact strata in the trenches examined along Stone Street, Diana
Wall made the point that previous investigations have found intact deposits in similar
situations.

Respectfully submitted, Rebecca Yaniin for Lynn Rakos, PANYC Secretary 1997-8.



PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF.NE~W YORK CITY-
Wendy Elizabeth Harris, President
545 West I1 I1 Ith Street, #6C
New York, New York 1002 5

February 4, 1998

Mr. Lee Fawkes
Executive Director
Bureau of Standards and Appeals
40 Rector Street
New York, New York 10006

Dear Mr. Fawkes:

I am writing on behalf of Professional Archaeologists of New York City
(PANYC) regarding the environmental review for the proposed development of the
Towers Nursing Home at 455 Ceniral Park West between 105' and 106I1h Streets in
Manhattan. The Final Environmental Impact Statement (CEQR No. 87-299MK BSA No.
744-89-BZ; December 1992) for the project has determined that the site is
archaeologically sensitive. The same document stipulates that the developers of the site
must conduct aphased archaeological testing program. This program is to be coordinated....
with the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC). However, as of
February 2, 1998, extensive subsurface backhoe trenching was underway at the site and
no plans or reports assessing the status of the site's archaeological remains had been
received by the Landmarks Preservation Commission's staff.

As detailed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), the area which
is now being developed for the Towers Nursing Home was the site of military activities
du ring the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812. Ground surfaces within an open
courtyard area depicted in the FEIS have never been subjected to construction activities
and thus may contain artifactual materials associated with the Battle of Harlem Heights.
Artifacts dating to this period have been discovered in Central Park, adjacent to the
project area.

If archaeological remains survive, this site has the potential to yield important
evidence of the city's role in the Revolutionary War. In recognition of this fact, the FEIS
directed that archaeologists assess the site before construction begins. Such work would
proceed in accordance with procedures laid out in the CEQR Technical Manual, issued
by the City of New York. We urge you to investigate this oversight. If you have any



questions or require additional information, please contact me at (212) 865-1463. Thank
you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Wendy Elizabeth Harris
President, PANYC

C f
The Honorable Jennifer Raab, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commisssion
Ms. Ronda Wist, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commisssion
Dr. Arthur Bankoff, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commisssion
Mr. Robert Dobmuskin, NYC Department of City Planning
Mr. Joseph Rose, NYC Department of City Planning
Ms. Joyce Johnson, Community Board 7
Ms. Penny Ryan, Community Board 7
Ms. Tamar Lynn, Community Board 7
Ms. Jan Levy, Community Board 7
The Honorable Philip Reed, City Council
The Honorable David Patterson, NYS Senate



SAVAN"NA PARTNERS

February 5, 1998

Wendy Elizabeth Harris, President
Professional Archeologists of New York City
545 West I1 I1 th Street, 46C
New York, NY 10025

Re: 455 Central Park West

Dear Mrs. Harrs,

Thank you for your letter dated February 4, 1998. We appreciate your concern about this
important site.

On January 22, 1998, we retainbd Historical Perspectives, Inc. to perform the work set
forth in Chapter IV A of the FEIS, which includes the submission of a report to the
Landmarks Preservation Commission. Please be assured that no construction work has
begun on the site. In early January our structural engineer dug two test pits on the most
westerly portion of the property to determine the condition of the foundation. In addition.
all garbage and weeds were removed. No other work has been performed in the courtyard
which will be investigated by Historical Perspectives.

Sincerely,

Christopher Schlank

cc: The Honorable James Chin, Bureau of Standards and Appeals
The Honorable Jennifer Raab*,NY~C Landmarks Preservation Commission
Dr. Arthur Bankoff, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commission
Mr. Robert Dobruskin, NYC Department of City Planning
Mr. Joseph Rose, NYC Department of City Planning
Ms. Joyce Johnson, Community Board 7
Ms. Penny Ryan, Community Board 7
Ms. Tamar Lynn, Community Board 7
Ms. Jan Levy, Community Board 7
The Honorable Philip Reed, City Council
The Honorable David Patterson, NYS Senate
Christina Plattner, Allee King Rosen &VFleing,*nc.
Betsy Kearns, Historical Perspectives
Jay Segal, Greenberg Traurig. ....

.80 FIFH 'AVENUE 1.t.FRNEW YORK N.Y. 10011 *TEL 212-229-0101 'asFAX: 212-229 -1113
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February 11, 1998

Wendy Elizabeth Harris, President,
Professional Archaeologists of New York City
545 West 111Ith Street #6C
New York, New York 10025

RE: The Towers, 455 Central Park West

Dear Wendy,

The PANYC letter of February 4, 1998 and the letter of reply by Christopher Schlank of
Savanna Partners dated February 5, 1998 have come to our attention. Hi-storical Perspectives,
Inc. was retained by Savanna Partners on January 22, 1998 to under-take archaeological
investigations on the Towers site. A scope of work is being prepared in accordance with
procedures agreed upon in the Final )Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) of 1 2/23/92 and will
be submitted to and discussed with the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission
(LPC) prior to any testing. The 1992 EIS testing plan was stipulated by Grossmani and
Associates' Archaeological Analysis on this parcel.

On Tuesday, February 3, HPI personnel were initially on site for about one hour in order to
assess site conditions and to verify the security set-up. Not being on the project team during any
earlier development stages, we were -unaware of any previous excavation activity. We did,
however, note one machine cut (approximately 4' x 5') adjacent to an Annex foundation wall in
the central courtyard. We have been subsequently inform'hed that this testing was for foundation
stability.

We understand PANYC's concern about this site and have been assured by Savanna Partners
that the project will proceed according to the EIS procedures discussed above and the LPC
guidelines for professional excavations.

Sincerely,

Betsy Kearns

Cece Saunders

cc. Jay Segal, Greenberg Traurig
Christopher Schiank, Savanna Partners
Christina Plattner, Allee King, Rosen & Fleming
Dr. Arthur Bankof', NYC Landmarks Preservation Commission

P.O. Box 3037 oWestport, Connecticut 06880-9998 *203-226-7654 -Fax 203-226-8376.



PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF -Nrw YORK CITY
Wendy Elizabeth Harris, Pr~sident
545 West I11 ' Street, 96C
New York, New York 10025

March 2, 1998

Mr. Christopher Schiank
Savanna Partners
80 Fifth Avenue, 18" Floor
New York, New York 100 11

Dear Mr. Schlank:

Iam writing on behalf of Professional Archaeologists of New York City
(PANYC) reg arding the environmental review for the proposed development of the
Towers Nursing Home at 455 Central Park West between 10OSh and 10O6'h Streets in
Manhattan. In correspondence dated Februray 4, 1998, we contacted Mr. Lee Fawkes,
Executive Director of the City of New York's Bureau of Standards and Appeals,
expressing PANYC's concerns that no archaeological assessment was being undertaken
for this project. Within two days we received a letter from your office notify'ing us that on
January 22, 1998 you had hired the consulting firm of Historical Perspectives, Inc. to
undertake this review. You also explained that the trenching that occurred on the property
had been undertaken by the structural engineer in order to evaluate a foundation wall.
Subsequently we received a letter from Historical Perspectives, Inc. confirming that an
archaeological review was being done in accordance with the procedures outlined in the
Final Environmental Impact Statement and that the work would be coordinated with the
New York City Landmarks Preservation Coimission:

PANYC, wishes to thank you for your consideration in this matter and for your
prompt response. We are very interested in the history and archaeology of this portion of
Manhattan and look forward to the results of this investigation.

Sincerely,

Wendy Elizabeth Harris
President, PANYC

Cf.
The Honorable James Chinn, Bureau of Standards and Appeals
The Honorable Jennifer Raab, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commisssion
Ms. Ronda Wist, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commisssion
Dr. Arthur Bankorn, NYC Landmarks Preservation Commisssion



Mr. Robert Dobmuskin, NYC Department of City Planning
Mr. Joseph Rose, NYC Department of City Planning
Ms. Joyce Johnson, Community Board 7
Ms. Penny Ryan, Community Board 7
Ms. Tamar Lynn, Community Board 7
Ms. Jan Levy, Community Board 7
The Honorable Philip Reed, City Council
The Honorable David Patterson, NYS Senate
Betsy Kerns and Cece Saunders, Historical Perspectives, Inc.



PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTSOF.NEW YORK CITY

Wendy Elizabeth Harris, President
545 West IltI' Street, #6C
New York, New York 10025

March 10, 1998
Mr. Peter A. Sneed
Senior Program Analyst
Portfolio Managemenit Division
General Services Administration
26 Federal Plaza - Room 1609
New York, New York 10278

Dear Mr. Sneed:

I am -writing on behalf of Professional Archaeologists of New York City
(PANYC) regarding the environmental review for the proposed disposition of Governor's
Island. Last December, as part of the scoping process for the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS), our organization sent a letter to the General Services Administration
providing comments and requesting that special consideration be given to addressing
cultural resources in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. We
specifically expressed our concerns regarding resources that are associated with Native
American cultures. The letter also requested that our organization be fimrnished with
copies of the DEIS (scheduled for publication in May 1998), including the cultural
resources appendices.

Recently we became aware of the existence of a Programmatic Agreement (PA),
signed by your agency and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. Additionally,
a brief article in the January 19, 1998 issue of New York Magazine mentioned the
discovery of human remains dating to the eighteenth century and Native American
artifacts on Governor's Island. In order to assist us in our review of the DEIS, we are now
requesting that the copy of the DEIS to be provided to PANYC be accompanied by a
copy of the PA as well as copies of Section 106 correspondence between your agency
and the New York State Historic Preservation Office.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me at
(212) 865-1463. PANYC greatly appreciates your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Wendy Elizabeth Harris
President, PANYC



c.f.: Don Klima, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Dr. Robert Kuhn, NYS Division of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation
Dr. Christopher Lindner, New York Archaeological Council
Dr. Ellis E. McDowelI-Loudan, New York Archaeological Council
Dr. Arthur Bankoff, New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission



PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGSTS oF.Nrw YORK CIT'

Fact Sheet Provided to Society for American Archaeology, Forum on Regional,
State, and Professional Councils

PA1NYC was founded in 1980 and is composed of archaeologists who work on issues
related to the archaeology of New York City. The membership includes approximately
fifty archaeologists who are employed by universities and colleges, consulting firms,
museums, and by city, state and federal governments. The primary mission of PANYC is
to ensure the protection of the city's rapidly disappearing archaeological resources. To
this end, PANYC advises government agencies on regulatory matters. PANYC also
provides a forum for local archaeologists to discuss their professional concerns. In
addition to five annual meetings, PANYC sponsors symposia dedicated to topics of
interest to the profession and to students. PANYC is also dedicated to educating the
general public in order to heighten their awareness of the city's archaeology. For eighteen
years, PANYC has sponsored an afternoon public program at the Museum of the City of

~New York, consisting of presentations that deal With archaeological topics of interest to
New Yorkers.

For further information contact:
Anne-Marie Cantwell
14 Stuyvesant Oval, #4C
New York, New York 10009
(212) 677-7209
acantwell@andromeda.mutgers.edu

or

Wendy Elizabeth Harris
545 West Ilt I Street, #6C
New York, New York 10025
(212) 865-1463
wendy.hanis~nan05. usace.armny.mil
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J Insights-'
4I Changing CareerPaths and the.-

Training of Professional Archaeologists:'
Observations from

the Barnard College Forum
The Many Faces Pd

of CRM Joseph Schuldenrein

Now~here w~as the disjunction between academic and Eion. Part HI will address the themes that emerged from the open
pnivate/public sector archaeology more keenly appar- discussion. Not surprisinglv, passionate and often unanticipated
entthimninthe latter's responses of high dissaisaction rsoeswereseedfrom all quarters of the archaeological
with their academic preparation for their current ca- communty, converepig on several core themes that, irrespective
reer, and the discrepancy between theircareer expe6- of individual or collective attitudes, appear to be paramount in
tations and their actual careers... fashioning longer term discourse. These are currently being
M. Zedler in The American Archaeologist: Results of synthesized by PAkNYC's stern comte napoiinsae
the 1994 SAA Census, SAA Bulein 15(4) ment to conclude Part IL

Melinda Zeiler's article in the S14- Bulletin underscores the Fra rsnain
often divergent trends in contemporary archaeological training
and practice. A recent foruim on this theme was organized for Speakers were selected from a cross-section of archaeologi-
O ctober 1997 by the 'Professional Archaeologists of New York cal Perspectives and work settings in the metropolitan New York

4't- City (PANYC as asounding board to sample the range ofopinion area. Included were academic archaeologists (Nan Rothschild,
from varied segments of the archaeological community on the Barnard College; Anne-Marie Cantwell, Rutgers University); aIissue of graduate education and professional employment. This is CR.M-based academic (David Bernstein, SUNY-Stony Brook); athe first in a two-part article summarizing the results of the forum museum archaeologist (David H. Thomas, Ameridaii Museum ofand polling contemporary thinking abu h ieto fa- Naturall Histon-);ae goernment archaeologist (Louise Basa, New
chaeological training at the dawn of the new millennium. York Departmnent ofEnvironmental Conservation/retired); CRIM

The focus of the session was the disjuncture between ex- consultants (Joel Klein, John Milner Associates; Joseph
panding career niches in cultural resources management (CRAI) Schuldenrein, Geoarcheology Research Associates); and two ad--
and shrinking opportunities in more traditional academic tracks. vanced graduate students (Chad Gifford, Columbia University;
The greater New York area was an appropriate locale for the Susan Dublin, Cirv University of New York).
forumn, since it is a microcosm,-.perhaps even a harbinger, bf
national n-ends. New York is a major center for all sectors in AcdmcPrp tie
archaeology: academic research (Old and Newv World); public
education and museumrvenues; government compliance archaeol- Anne-M'Varie Cantwell's openingremarks set the tone forthe
02y (federal, state, and especially municipal); and for private- forum emphasizing that since preservtation concerns and the lawv
sector opportunities (preservation and heritage management). are the main forces &turrentlv driving the archaeological profes-

The forum took nearly a year to plan and involved the sion, educators must ask themselves if traditional training is
collective efforts of PAN'YC committee members representing adequate to meet the needs of those students filling newly created

*each sector. Invitations were extended by post and electronicimail jobs. ANhat will the new generation of archaeologists'need to
to institutions, organizations, and individuals in the metropolitan know? Are we concerned that students not only be equipped to fill
archaeological community. An overarching objective of the fortim positions but that they remain true to the stewardshipof the

*was to sample student sentiment and response to the changing resources under their charge?
employment picture at a time when formal graduate training has Rothschild underscored the significance of the information
become more costly, time consuming, and demanding than at any explosion as a double-edged sword; on the one hand, the expan-
ti.me since the emergence of the traditional four-field curriculum. sion in archaeological knowledge opens up new vistas in data
A measure of the compelling nature of the forumn was that it was collection, analysis, and interpretation, while, on the other; tight
attended by 50 archaeologists, approximately half of whom were university budgets are shifting the onus of teaching incre 'asing
students. amounts of material to fewer faculty. Given the need to train -

The program was divided into two segments: a formal students for "real world" issues, the challenge t6junivest
session with invited speakers and in open floor discussion afford- professors grows progressively more daunting: Izr soblution to
ing participants the opportunity to question speakers arid tb air' the "overload' intheacademicsyste-m is toencourage students to.
particular concerns. The balance of Part I of rixis article summa- pusu ei oninteres ts anid toi integiirate. thse withi formal

- -rises the issues 21rticulated by the speakers in the formal preselta- ;- principles in method and theory acquired in the classroom.,Shet 2
- - ~~~Continued on pagea)'i
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noted that this track is being followed by most North American archaeology divisions from data collectors to data synthesizers.

archaeologists who buttress their training with summer work in Mlost siggnificandy-, the museum's charge imw serve a growing

contract settings and/or more formal internship programs. She demand to educate the public in new way-s.

also identified the need foroccasional formal instruction in GRI

by practitioners. The Government Window
David Bernstein offered insights into the fast-fading world

of CRM programs housed under the university umbrella. Para- Louise Basa, reflected on the unique transition between

doxically, while no foarmal CRMI courses are currently offered at academnia to the vorkadayworld of governmentarchaeology. Her

his institution, most raduate students will end up in CR21I experiences span the past 25 years, a period when the regulatory

irrespective of initial regional or methodological specialization, environment was actively evolving. The pace of change has been-

He bemoaned the fact that since most practitioners will probably dynamic, but the anthropological perspective on cross-cultural

begin their careers outside their chosen expertise, their initial exchange facilitated communication between a "wet-behind-the-

%vorkattimudeswouldbe-%vittinglyorunwittinglyv-partilllyiegn- ears academic" and the government bureaucrats who had no idea

tive. It is therefore imperative that university departments be how their duties would be transformed as a result of environmen-

candid with entering students about career expectations and tal and preservation laws of the late 1960s and l970s. B-asa argued

options. Bernstein sees a general decline in the future of for maintenance of the four-field approach tempered wvith a.

university-based CRA1 programs with the exception of the west- healthvinfluxof empirically relevant courses. This will ensure that

em states. On the immediate horizon, the greatest opportunities contemporary practitioners can tackle delicate planning issues

for CR2! growtrh are in the international arena. Training pro- armed with aworking familiarity of the complianlce process as well

grams must stress the paramount role of writing-doing it rapidly as a grounding in wvell-formulated research designs.

and well-as the main tool for success in either CR24 or academic

spheres. Further, the demnise of the university field school leaves Private Sector: The Buck Stops Here
students without the basic empirical and adaptive skills to work as

archaeologists in challenging Private-sector concerns

settings. Uversities Nilnotadd were perhaps the most contro-

"CRA! specialists" to facultysp itc io versial, contrasting the urgency

bemause of financial constraints, "§..the so hsiainof the CRM of business performance with

andhe proposes thatlargerCRAI profession is such that on-the-job the more deliberate pace and

firms network to fund training scope ofuniversitytraininig.Joel

programs and faculty lines. "On- training is no longer practicable for Klein intimated that either an

the-job" training appears to be fehyminted Dh~ s beginning overhaul in curricula or a sig-

the most immediate solution to fehynificant complement of CRA1

bridging the gap between G%'I their careers on a CRMJ track." courses might help rectify the

employment and the conclusion discrepanci:es between private-

of academic training, sector demand and more tvpi-
cal university syllabi. Realisti-

The Museum in Transition cally he proposed a comprehensive and thorough course in
CR21, which stressed the topic of ethics above and beyond other

David Hurst Thomas pointed out that the dynamtics of concerns. He expressed fears that the expanding reach of large

museum-archaeologyinteraction has undergone a full-scale meta- engineering firms threatens to endanger cultural resources whose

morphosis over the past 20 years. He reviewed the history of the stewardship will become a sacrificial lamb to larger ticket items

Amnerican Ivuseumnof Natural History' recalling that institution's on the firm's agenda; unsavvy (i.e., CR-N1-deficient) archaeolo-

pre-modern vision of the Native American as "vanishing savage," gists could be unwitting victims of these trends. A GRIMI course

a perspective that once motivated contributions and must also disabuse students of the notion that there is always a

museum-sponsored excavation across North America. Progres- research topic under every project umbrella. The conservation

sive paradigms of preservation and the ethic of multiculturalism ethic stresses conservation; preservation in place is the objective

have completely altered the model, while the emergence of CRMv, of most projects and cannot be compromised in the interests of

the Section 106 process, and most instrumentally, NAGPRA, an archaeologist's pet research topic.

have completely overturned the museum's mission. Generally, Klein also highlighted the changing business climate in

museums are no longer owners of the past; they are, -at best, its GRIM, echoing Bernstein's observation that international CRM

stewards. Such institutions now find themselves on the defensive, may emerge as the main growth sector for the industry. Klein

struggling to control collections that have been warehoused for concluded with an examination of the emerging employment

decades. With respect to employment, he noted that archaeo- hierarchy in the GRIM world, noting its advantages and pitfalls.

logical excavation has nearly disappeared as a centerpiece for There are three nested employment levels ranging from archaco--

museum -activity, in part for the reasons cited above, but also logical technician, to field director/principal investigator, and

because the institutions have been technologically outpaced by project manager. Archaeological technician is the most transient

private industry that can run excavations more efficiently and position, although recent unionization threatens to limit mobility

with fewer constraints. Thomas praised the explosion in high and access to new graduate students. Ironically, the field director

quality data reporting-the "gray literature"-noting that its slot may be most palatable to younger Ph.D.s because it still

broad reach has facilitated a transition-in. the role of museum affords direct research contact and publication and research op-
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poruniies Th hihes rug, rojct anager, neCcesstts in- that the adjunct teaching tract was notoriously exploitative, con-

acasinitdis.Tane fromghesearch, ronetr since the pos .ition entails suming inoirdinately high levels of energy and time for low pay.

'blt sTe rniint She credited private-sector archaeology for honing her own

mrchaaerialy ad migkusins isaesons thatmust be imparted to proposal-V/itiing ski'lls and singled out contract firms for instuc-

graduate students even if they proceed to academic careers. dion in hiah-tech and public information skills, benefits ntraiy

Joseph Schuldenrein's presentation placed the emergence available in the classroom. Dublin underscored the need for

of Cft'I archaeology in historic perspective. He demonstrated "fudt"fryugpoeso~Svowl ecntnl htln

that demographics and economics accounted for the emergence between acadenmic and CRMI settings for much of their careers.

of archaeology as a profession. The late 19th- and early 20th- She is supportive of dialoge between academia and the CRMI

century archaeological pioneers were rich, leisure-class white world, suggpesting that "hands on" archaeology begin as early- as

men (Garter, Flinders-Petrie, Wooley, Putnam, Mercer) and the undergraduate level. Internships and apprenticeships must be

wvomen (Kenyon, Caton-Thomlpson, Garrod) who pursued an explored. While unqualified revamping of curricula is unwar-

antiquarian interest. Between the 1920s and 1960s emergence of ranted, Dublin sees a need for practical knowledge (i.e., CRMN

the middle class and the postwar boom in the United States skills, preservation law) to be imparted in the classroom.

created an equilibrium in the university and government sector, Chad Gifford, a specialist in South American archaeology

wherein those few individuals disposed to archaeology could be who has never been involved with CRMT, offered his perspective.

accommodated by a wealthy and expanding economy,. This He has completed a traditional education, recopnizing the un-

period peaked in the 1960s and 1970s (Viemn war era) as the certainties of an academic future. In support of the tenuous

eal ay omr pursued "sexy" topics in paleoanthropology position of contemporary- graduate students, Gifford cited ex-

,Mesoamerican studies, and origins of agriculture. Academic amples of three freshly minted, relatively well-published New

departments and funding agencies financed these ventures, pro- World colleagues, all of whom were doggedly holding out for

lifically at first, but by the late 1970s this brief surge came academic positions and biding their time in non-CRINM environ-

crashing down. Once well-funded programs dried up and the ments.. Despite his recognition of the changing employment

onset of the depressed financial cycle had serious ramifications landscape, Gifford took issue with the forum's prevailing under-

on research and university training prog rams. The only subse- current that "graduate training in archaeologyv today is not as

qetboost to archaeological workwas the tandem emergence of relevant'as it should be." He contended that a less academic

the environmental and preservation movements. However, the training would render him even less qualified to pursue his ideal

financial fortunes of university programs have remained in rela- job. To accommodate CRM concerns, Gifford proposes termni-

tively steady decline, thus creatingr a crisis in traditional univer- nal NI.A_ programs. Should contemporary employment trends

sity employmrent. Courses, programs, and, most significant'. continue, he suggests a CRMI component would eventually be

career choices are being offered by tenured facuilty who were forced into Ph.D. curricula. Given his purely academic creden-

weaned, trained, and matured in the boom years; their trainees dials, Gifford wondered how qualified he would be for a GRMI

are students who are coming of age in an archaeological environ- position, although he thought that with some training he could

ment lichtyears removed fromthatof theirmentors. Schuldenrein function in that context. Gifford remains a stalwvart holdouit for

argued that with CRAI driving 85 percent of the domestic funds an academic track position.

designated for archaeology, the industry must play a more active

role in revising university curricula. Empirical skills-including What Next?

high technology, sophisticated sampling, heritage preservation,

and public education-should work their way into comprehen- The divergence in student attitudes wvas surprising to some

sive archaeological progams. H cemphasize that the sophisti- of the seasoned speakers, although the significance of the crisis in

cation of the CRM profession is such that on-the-job training is employmeptwas recognized by all. The responses elicited by the

no longer practicable for freshly minted Ph.D.s beginning their presenters produced an array of opinions, limited consensus, and

careers on a CR..\ track. Recent informal surveys have showvn heated debate. Details of the ensuing discussion and recommen-

that well-struictured internship venues may be the most palatable dations for future action will be presented in Part 11 in the next

solution for university and CRM programmers alike. S.14 Bulletin. 0

AdWhat about the Kids? 
Joseph Schiddenrein is president of Geoarheology Research Associates,a

AndCRvi firm, based in Ne-_ Thrk. He is also a visiting scholar at .N'r York-

The two graduate student presenters assessed their graduate University.

training experiences with an eye toward future employmtent.

Contrasting perspectives emerged from each. Susan Dublin pro-

posed that much of the conflict between academnic and CRM

sectors may, simply he a "habit of thinking"; the reality is that most

students incorporate the methodological and theoretical stances

CRIM is a necessary, stepping-stone in the graduate school experi-

en&fr tt ramtc ieeconomic survival) and mrining

reasons. eas ftene toik in the private or Public

*setors, the drtoof 05 BAthiough Ph.D. training has -

soared from eight to14 years betwee 194 0 19:Dbi ped .
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PANYC EVENTS COMMIT-rEE REPORT - March 18 -May 31, 1998

EVENT 't ISPEAKER TIME jDATE LOAIOIPHONE #FE

Mal#' Island infije Anthony Bonano 8:00PM Wed. 3/25 National Arts Club Archaeology Mag. $10

SAAannual-meeting -.. 3/25-29 Seattle .604-291-4182

Redinstcil g bnie of Egypt's Great Elena Pischikova 8:00PM Th Iurs 3/26 Bruce Museum 203-661-4654 $5
Tombs

5riiina Vi~ues: Wome~n and Crime in -Seaport Museum, AA Low
AntebWellum-New-York - panel 6:00PM ~ Thurs 3/26 Bd,11Jh t

The Archaeology-of Israel Hershel Shanks 8:15PM Sun.3/29 92!" St. Y$1

Talild Pr-Coluban Atad utr exhibit ,thrn 3/29 El Museo del Barrio 212-831-7272 $4/2

Mid-Atlan ti&W'1cliheological Conference ________ ______ 4/2-5 Cape May. NJ ________ ______

......

$Lott House Eiiaationis Chris Ricciardi 6:30PM Tries 4/14 CUNY Grad Center Rm 1131 _________free

PA~V biE~i Program _________1-3PM 4/19 Museum of the City of NY free

Reconceptualizing Prehistory in Amazonia: Neil Whitehead &
A DiaI~1ogi na osvl .4/27 NY Academy- of Science 212-838-0230 x140 fee

The D' 186oment of Civilization in - Anne Underhill 8PM Thurs 4/30 Bruce Museum 203-661-4654 $5
Ancient Cliina. New Research _________________________

NY SAA AnnI'Meeting _________5/1-3 Alexandria Bay, NY

Sfiali Treasures, Great Cities: The Ancient ehbtThirough 5/3 Asia Society 212-517-asia admission
*WorfdoT d&Indus-Valleyehit

avtosat Laah n o h ra Phyllis Saretta 8 PM .Thurs 5/21 Bruce Museum 203-661-4654 $5
* . Stiffierian City States'

-5 Saturdays American Museum of Natural $250 series/
'NewVYo6rkAbove & Beyond bus trip series 10:304:30 5/16-6/20 History 212-769-5200 $65 each

If any members have events which they would like listed, please contact Linda Stone by phone or fax at (212)888-3130 or by mail 249 E 48 St. #213, New York, NY 10017.



PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISS OF* ND/- Yongl' CIt*

MEMyBmRsTnP AVPLICA'nON

Membership in PANYC is open to any professional archacoloitwosbcbetot prseOorganization and who meets the following criteria: 
-. oitwosscbswthPupsoftia. Applicants must have been awarded an advanced degree (M.A., M.S., M.Phil., PIh.D., D.Sc., orofficial AltoD.) from an accredited institution in archaeology, anthropology, history, classical studiesor other germane disciplne'-with a specialization in archaeology.b. Applicants must have at least six weeks of professionally supervised archaeological field trainingand four weeks of supervised laboratory analysis and/ar curation experience. R-equirecnts for bothfield and laboratory experience wvill be considered to have been met by attendance at an archaealogicaifield school which mcfts the guidelines set by the Society of Professional Archaeologists (SOPA).c. Applicants must demonstrate professional experience in one or more areas of archaeologicalactivity, such as: field research and excavation, research on archaeological collections, archivalresearch, administration of units within public or private agencies oriented toward archaeologicalresearch, conduct of cultural resource management studies for public agencies, or teaching with anemphasis on archaeological topics:- Applicants meeting the education and training criteria and havingother professional interests related to archaeology will be considered on a case by case basis.d. All prospective applicar)ts must be approved by a majority of members present at a regularlyscheduled meeting of the general membership.e. Applicants should submit a 'statement of purpose that includes their interest in New York Cityarchaeology. .Members of PANYC have a commitment to protect and preserve the city'sarchaeological resources and to suppo,-t research and encourage publication of information recoveredfrom those resources. Members will not engage in illegal or unethical conduct involvingarchaeological matters. . In applying for membership it is expected that an individual is in agreementwith these goals. PANYC is not an accrediting organization and is not to be used as such.

Application for membership shaill be in writing and shall include a copy of the applicanit's resume or vita.
We invite anyone interested in New York City archaeology to subscribe to our Newsletter and to attend ourgeneral membership meetings and annual Public Symposium.

If you are interested in joining PANYC or if you would like to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter, pleasc,complete the form below arid return it to Robert Fifts 200 East End Ave Apt 21 New Yorkw NY 012 --

NAME
BUSINESS HOMEPHONE

ADDRESS

Please indicate preferred mailing address and check below as appropriate.

I wish to apply for membership to PANYC (Dues $15)

I wvish to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter (Fee $10)

Amouhtwof additional donation to PANYC __

Signaure>. c- 
t$.

t - $ 4A



200 East End Ave Apt 2MW
New Va.l NY 10123

Chris Ricciardi

2073 New York Avenue

Brooklyn, NY 11210-5423


